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 Moira McCullough  00:01

Welcome to the College Scoops podcast. I'm your host, Moira McCullough and today we
are talking with Dr. Gina Lester on how to be uniquely you.

Dr. Gena Lester  00:09
I'm also very passionate about helping students really know themselves because if they
understand themselves, they understand their aptitude, their interests, what makes them
tick, where their passions are all of those things, then they're going to apply to schools
that are really right for them.

 Moira McCullough  00:35

This is the College Scoops podcast and I'm your host, Moira McCullough, we focus on
everything college related from the admissions process to where to eat, stay and explore
on and round campuses. Our guests include founders, educators, authors and experts in
the college space. Join us as these experts share their knowledge, experiences and lessons
learned to help you have stress free, informative and tasty college journeys. Whether it's
your first or last child going to college, or you're just interested in going to a college town
for a game or male, we've got you covered. If you haven't already, please subscribe to the
College Scoops podcast to get the inside scoop and everything college related. And leave
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us a review. Thanks to all of our sponsors partners in the entire College Scoops
Ambassador team for helping us bring valuable content to our community. If you would
like to support college skips as a sponsor, please head over to patreon@patreon.com
slash college scoops and sign up as a sustaining listener, insider or Deluxe sponsor. We
have exclusive benefits for our members free ebooks and even a College Scoops care
package. Dr. Gina Lester is a college admissions expert speaker and author of college
admission secrets your teens unique gameplan to ace their application and get into their
dream school. She has been guiding families and education and college admissions for
over 25 years. Dr. Gina is not only a thought leader in the college admission space but is
mom to three college graduates. Her background is both education and psychology
based which allows her to approach the college admissions process from a holistic
perspective. She's passionate about helping teens not only find the right college, but to
discover their true passions, interests and aptitudes. Gina, thank you so much for joining
us on the College Scoops podcast today.

Dr. Gena Lester  02:25
You're welcome. I'm excited to be here very much. I think we definitely both have a love
for our teams and and getting on these college campuses. And so I think it's definitely a
great fit for each other.

 Moira McCullough  02:40

Absolutely. Can you just share a little bit about yourself and how you started your
business?

Dr. Gena Lester  02:45
Yep, so my name is Dr. Gina Lester, I'm an education consultant, obviously. And I have
been working with teens and the college admissions space for a lot of years, I actually got
started working with teens and college admissions as a goal administrator, I started a
private school back in the 80s. And ran that and help that school, it started out as a it was
a private school that was for just like K through five, and then we take it to junior high and
on to high school. And so one of my experiences that I don't talk about a lot is that I have
helped several private schools develop out their high school program. So when it comes
to understanding curriculum, and what colleges are looking for, and all of those things, I
have a pretty deep knowledge in that. And I started my business in 2011, I decided to step
out and I still do independent consulting with those private schools. But I also work and
have a full clientele of private clients as well as an online Academy. And I've worked with
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three children, and the college admissions base, I have walked through this as a mom,
and believe me, even if you're a college admissions expert, you still being a mom can be a
little different on that journey. So I've done that. And I just love working with the kids that I
work with them. I see my students all virtually so I see kids all over the United States and
internationally.

 Moira McCullough  04:14

So this whole 'no travel' did not even affect you, because you've just been doing this all
along.

Dr. Gena Lester  04:19
I have and I think that's one of the big benefits to my business was that and I know we'll
talk about this a little bit, but I worked with a lot of kids who are have crazy busy
schedules, their athletes, or they're in the art somehow. And their schedules are just crazy.
And they're getting home at eight and nine o'clock at night and then to come sit and
meet with me in person meant that they weren't eating dinner, or they were eating in the
car or they weren't getting homework done. And so when I transitioned at first it was just
the one on one consulting and I transferred it online. And my family's I was like we're
gonna try this and the kids loved it. It took about one month of doing it and every kid that
I worked with a routine, every parent was like, No, this is gold, I am fine with parents being
income in the conversation. So I have parents that sometimes are doing dishes, but
they're just listening to what's going on. So they can help keep them on track. And I'm fine
with that. And so it's been a great asset for both of families, for me. And with all of the
social distancing and all of the other things, it's not been an issue at all, we were already
set up and going that direction.

 Moira McCullough  05:33

Oh, my gosh, just as you were talking about driving all day I too have three kids and
remember driving across town with one racing to get to one activity and hightailing it
with the other one to get to the other side of town. And keeping snacks in the car, keeping
extra sets of clothes and everything was just absolute frenzy from four to eight, at a
certain period of their lives. And then you know, you talk about kids, and how adaptable
they are, and how they're used to having Skype calls or zoom calls and learning online. As
you get older, you're not as familiar with that technology. But having said that, we've just
been through quite a few months, where we're getting all quite good at zooming and
technology more so than we ever have been in the in the past.
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Dr. Gena Lester  06:20
I agree. When I first started, you know, that's why we kind of I said, Let's go to the trial, if
you're not comfortable, we'll do in person. But you know, it literally did not take them, but
two times to say no, this saves me and I mean, a kid can sit there and eat at their kitchen
table and work with me and I'm fine with that, you know, I'd rather than be nourished
versus starving or, you know, wanting to feel like oh my gosh, I'm going to end at eight
o'clock and I have to go home and I have this whole long amount of homework to do. And
their minds are just not as focused. And so this has just allowed so much freedom. And I
agree that kids are some that their This is the way they communicate. They're used to it.
And I had done an interview with one of my own students that I had worked with to kind
of get their intake, their take on online. And it was a boy and he just raved about the fact
that he was a very outgoing person, he very connected. And he said, You know, I feel very
connected to Dr. Lester. He said, I am loving being connected to Dr. Lister. And that it is we
come in we can have like conversation, and then we go straight into, you know, working
on all of the stuff that we're doing.

 Moira McCullough  07:36

Well, as we said, the kids are fried. So you got into your business, because of your
experience as a parent, very similar to the way I started college hoops. I'm a mom to like
yourself, and we both feel the pain of what students are going through. Right now. You
have a particular program, which I really like uniquely you, can you share a little bit about
the program itself and the format and structure.

Dr. Gena Lester  07:59
So, you know, I work with students who are high fliers that are applying to Ivy League
schools. I work with students who have learning differences and are strong students, but
are just navigating those learning differences. I work with kids who are solid B students or
a students or they're just not looking at that Ivy League, but they want to get into a good
college. And while we understand and we all know in this industry, the importance of you
know, GPAs test scores when they're available, the curriculum strings, all of the academic
piece, we all understand that. But what we have to realize is that here in America, we
have a very large percentage of students who all fall in that very high achieving ranking
GPAs. And so once these kids apply to college, how do the admissions counselors really
determine who a kid is? And is that child really a right fit? I think Harvard can fill their class
three times over with just the valedictorians though, what do you do? And I'm also very
passionate about helping students really know themselves because if they understand
themselves, they understand their aptitudes their interests, what makes them tick, where
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their passions are all of those things, then they're going to apply to schools that are really
right for them. They're not going to just be applying and going Oh, I'm hitting these Ivy's
because everybody's told me to or I'm hitting this school because my mom and dad went
there or my best friend or my girlfriend or my boyfriend, they you know, they're able to
say, Oh, I really understand me. So I'm going to fit better at college A, B and C. So when
they go in and they're really doing Their application, you know, once they get past the
gate, as I say, the academic gate, then the admissions counselors are looking at all of the
other pieces of their application. And if they can see that this student a truly is a right fit
for their school, that's a huge thing, because they're looking for kids that are going to
flourish on their campuses. So they want to know, why does the student want to come
here, not just because, oh, I want to go to NYU, because I live in the city, that's not a good
reason to choose a school. And so understanding who they are, they're able to speak to
these essay questions to the short answers, from a truly authentic place, they're able to
choose a major and feel confident about that major going forward, because if they
change majors, then that can cost them more time, money, all of those things in the
college admissions process. So we've got to, you know, really make sure that they're
feeling pretty confident. And if they do make a shift, that they're within a range and an
area that's going to help them still be successful, we want to make sure that they know
how to tell their stories, tell them genuinely and authentically, and to really grab a hold of
the admissions counselor, typically, a counselor literally spends very little time reading
over all of this, I mean, the number the minutes that they spend on your application is so
small, and a lot of people don't realize that they think, oh, they spent hours, you know,
going through, no, you have this amount of time to grab my attention. And when I read
the first paragraph, or the first paragraph and a half of your essay, I'm either asleep, or
I'm totally engaged. And, you know, I'm like, okay, I want to know this student, I want to
know more about this student. When I look at your activities, is it just a bunch of list of
things that I'm like, okay, or is there a purpose and a reason behind it. And so that's why I
created uniquely you, because I want to help students find them find themselves, what
makes them unique, what makes them stand out what makes them who they are, and
what makes them a right fit for a campus for a career for all of those next steps. And even
if your students not going to college, if they're going to go into a trade or something to
that effect, then still, it's important to know who they are and what they're going to do
and how they're going, you know, what their next steps are going to look like. So, and
that's uniquely you in a nutshell.

 Moira McCullough  12:41

Well, I love the name because it is so appropriate. We are all so judgmental at times of
ourselves, and sometimes our own worst critic. We are truly unique. Everyone is unique in
their own special way, with certain talents, gifts skills to share, and what is it that makes us
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thrive in a particular atmosphere? Or environment? So how can we add value to a
particular community? And how do we convince our students to have the mindset where
they can share that and believe that they are valuable contributors both in and outside
the classroom, then take that a step further and convey that in an essay that will make
them stand out.

Dr. Gena Lester  13:27
And I think a lot of times kids are in counselors will, you know, use the word branding or
packaging yourself. And I just don't agree with that. I feel like you know, we're not a brand,
we're not a package. We are unique. And when you're able to show that to the college is
going to be authentic. I mean, one of the biggest things that colleges are saying and the
admissions counselors are saying is that they want to know, a kid, they want to really
understand that team and what makes them authentic, what makes them real, and they
can tell immediately if you're just blowing smoke or packaging up something or saying oh,
here, here I am, put a little bow on me. And this is how great I am. They want to see the
messy. They just because we all are messy, we all have a messy part. And a lot of kids
think, Oh, I can't share or I can't put that messy piece in there. But they can and then they
can show a college how that messiness really has projected them to a place that they're
ready to make change or you know, give back or that it's just transformed their life in
some way. So that's why I think that uniquely you is so important.

 Moira McCullough  14:48

So what is a particular program that you offer or is it incorporated into another type of
offering? How do you introduce this concept to your students

Dr. Gena Lester  14:59
Currently part of the programs I have, I have had a lot of people asking for me to create it
as a separate program. And so that is something I'm considering just making that a
separate piece where I can walk through students. And honestly, I think it's really
important. It's an ongoing thing. And you know, I have obviously people and students that
come to me, their junior and senior year, we can absolutely go in and dive in and figure
out what you're uniquely you is. But students that come in as freshmen and sophomores,
we can help develop that out, we can find those passions, I'm able to direct you to the
things that are going to help strengthen. Maybe you have kids all the time. They're like,
Oh, well, I kind of like this. And I kind of like this, and I'm just not sure. Well, how do you
determine that so being able to put programs put opportunities in place, and a lot of
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times people think I have to spend a lot of money to go to an expensive program on a
college campus to like, build out my resume and show my demonstrated interest. When
you don't, there are so many things you can do that you don't have to go and do those
things are amazing. And they're great opportunities. So I'm not saying that it's not. And I
do have kids that do that. But I have a lot of kids that are like, Oh, I want to do I want to
try this or I want to get my feet wet.

 Moira McCullough  16:19

So you said you've worked with a lot of athletes and students who are in the theater
majors. So I'm sure you're working with them constantly in terms of their brand and
marketing, but also trying to uncover other elements and aspects of who they are in the
whole essay and college application process.

Dr. Gena Lester  16:41
Yes, because when you're looking at these really competitive programs, obviously your
talent is going to be the number one thing that they're going to look at to, you know, open
the doors for you to come in. But one thing that students don't always realize is that you
kind of have two different trajectories here. And that one, you have the colleges who are
going to say, and you have to get into the theater program, you have to be accepted to
the theater program, then the college is going to look at you, if you're accepted as a
theater major, then you're typically got a pretty good chance of getting into the school
from that. But you also have the opposite, where you have to apply to the school, you
have to be accepted to the school. And if you're not, then the theatre department won't
even look at you. So if you're going in and you're competing at a high level with some of
these academic schools, then you've got to say show you're more than just a talented
theatre person, or a talented athlete, because they're trying to figure that out. And the
colleges give scholarships for theatre and arts and as well as sports. But they're not as big
as kids often think. And they have a limited amount of dollars. And they have to know
you're going to be eligible, they have to know you're going to be on your game. And if
you're a kid, you may have an amazing amount of talent. But if you're going to be a
problem the whole time for them, they're not interested. And so being able to build out
that uniquely you and show where you know why you not only are a great athlete or a
great artists, but why you're a well rounded student, why you fit at their campus, why
you're more than just that talent is big.

 Moira McCullough  18:29
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So you and I were talking earlier about your Online Academy and the challenge program
that you offer right before the online Academy starts. Can you just share with us a little bit
about students? What time do they come into these programs? What's the ideal timing for
them? And what is the format and structure of the program.

Dr. Gena Lester  18:49
So the Academy is actually an opportunity for families to come in and work with an expert
work with a counselor, and do it in a setting that is not only really good for them and their
student, but at a more affordable price points. So first, I do want to say I definitely work
with kids one on one, I have a private counseling business. And just like many other VCs
across the nation, working with an IEC can be a bit pricey. And it's something that I
definitely will say up front that every student who's worked with me as an IC, has walked
away knowing that the value that they got in return their return on investment has been
well more than what they paid. And I would say that's the case with any IEC. Well, most
respectable I see is I guess I can say all but with ICS. For the most part, you're going to get
a huge value in working one on one with the student. But sometimes it's not always
economically affordable for families to be able to do that. And so I have a huge heart.
And I really wanted to be able to expand my business. I'm very connected, I'm one on one,
I love being able to get to know the students. So I created the academy as a hybrid
program. So it is a combination of online programs, which include videos, it includes
worksheets, and includes, you know, lesson plans, all of those things that a student could
walk through, a parent can walk through on their own, we have a community where just
the students that are part of the accepted Academy are in, they can go in, they can
connect, they can ask questions, those things. And then on a regular basis on I have two
different areas, I have the underclassmen program. So that's our freshmen, sophomores,
juniors, early juniors, coming in where I'm going in once a month, I'm doing a special
training for whatever is going on whatever they need to be working on at that point, they
can ask questions, they get all kinds of meat. It's just in a group setting. And definitely I
make sure that I'm there answering everyone's questions until they're done. And then I
have a Senior Program, which is a little more involved, because seniors are definitely in
application season. So it includes a two day live workshop, where we get about a 70% of
the application completed their process, we get it set and going. But they also get the
tools for uniquely you, they get access to student portals, they get access to resources,
and all of those things, you know, that they wouldn't have otherwise, and the program is a
year. So it's renewable, whatever price they come in, as they renew at that price all the
way through till their senior year. So that's a great thing, if you come in as a freshman,
you're going to get grandfathered in. So if prices go up, they get to stay in at that first
price. But it is a great way for them to be able to come in to work with an expert to have
somebody on their side, helping guiding directing them and helping them in that process.
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And I definitely within the Academy, you know, it is designed for the student to be able to
come in, sit, go through the work, be able to get it done. But it's also totally wonderful
when parents are there kind of walking alongside. So a lot of times when I do especially
the underclassmen, specifically, both the parent and the student will be watching and on
and kind of asking questions and working as a team, which is great. Now the seniors are a
little differently different I typically have that is really more one on one with not one on
one, but group one on one with the seniors and especially that two day event, the seniors
have to be at that it's not a parent event. But parents oftentimes sit there involved, they're
listening, they're standing out, you know, I found that parents want to be involved, they
want to help their kids, and how do they find that balance of not being the helicopter
mom, or the parent that's pushing or feeling like we're fighting with our kids all the time,
but being able to be there just to say, Oh, yeah, I know that. And I'm gonna keep my help
my child stay on task. But the student is being responsible toward the end the program. So
that's excepted Academy, and in a nutshell.

 Moira McCullough  23:28

So you have the resources, toolkits, monthly q&a sessions, and I love this form that you
have for students to basically ask questions. So what are some of the questions that
students are asking?

Dr. Gena Lester  23:41
Yes, one of the things that I do in the senior program is that I actually offer office hours
once a month, where I just get on a zoom and they can hop on they can help offer Yeah,
they have to kind of get in line because it's a group so but when their turn comes, I will
answer whatever if they're struggling, if they're like, I'm struggling with my college list, how
do I you know, I'm looking for this or that, then I can kind of give them some direction as
to things that they might not have considered typically, you know, with the programs
because they are set out on a timeline. So the content is kind of dripped out like, well, this
is we're working on essays right now. So obviously, if we're in the essay section, then
they're going to ask questions around the essay, but a lot of times in the underclassmen
group that's a little more open. So like, this month, and the topic is back to school and
COVID. So you know, that's very current. So even though we have classes that talk about,
you know, developing out their schedules, and what kind of diplomas they're on and our
graduation plans, I mean, there's all that stuff there. But the content that I do each month
is very relevant to what's happening this month for that particular student. So like
October we're going to be talking FASFA and even for the underclassmen because even if
they're not there Yet and they're not applying yet, they need to know. So understanding
that, obviously the underclassmen, we're going to talk about psats. how that's gonna play
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out this year, you know, what do they need to do about tests? That will be September's
content? Because obviously, that's a big question on everybody's mind. So it depends on
the month, and what's really relevant for that particular time. And obviously, like last
March, everything blew up and turned around. So we have a million questions. So you
know, we needed to make it very relevant to what was occurring, then I do record all
those sessions, and they are in a library within the Academy. So people can go back and
watch it, if they miss it. They can submit pre submit questions. They always know, hey, this
is the teaching, she's going live, I can't make it. submit your question, and I'll answer it live.

 Moira McCullough  25:53

I like that it's student lead and student run. But it's also helpful to have parents have the
opportunity to also ask questions and support their son or daughters or going through the
process. Any questions that your students have been asking that right now with respect to
COVID?

Dr. Gena Lester  26:10
Yes, I mean, obviously, I think the biggest question surround test and test prep and what
to do, I mean, that's like, definitely the biggest question. athletes and artists, that's huge
right now. Because all auditions are online, they are going to be you know, taking students
in the arts with your childhood, you know, in the music or art area at all, that's going to
happen, it's just going to look different athletes, they're worried about not having seasons
and how they're going to get recruited, and what they need to be putting together to be
able to, you know, get recruited. And I think one of the biggest questions we have right
now deals with what I'm calling stalking, because, you know, there's the concern of, Okay,
so we have X number of percentage of students who chose to maybe defer, since they
weren't gonna get to be on campus. So those students now drop into the next class. So
how is that going to affect the numbers? And you know, that type of thing? How does that
because recruiting, specifically or recruiting, you've got kids that are now not playing, and
sports that have been canceled, so that means those kids are being, I guess, redshirted or
they're, they're not, it's not going against their eligibility. So that means that they're going
to have an instead of a four years in college, or five years, if that's the plan, they were on,
make up that extra year. So the seniors this year will be coming back next year. So that
means they're bringing back an already totally full recruited season. So what does that
mean for the other ones coming up, and I do have experts that come into my group on a
regular basis. You know, it's just kind of an interesting fact. My own in my own life, my two
of my daughters are both performing arts majors and one's a singer just cut her first
record the other one and just wrote a first movie. And they're both like, yeah, so they're
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both have been this route. They're very tied into the arts. So I have a huge background,
because I've walked it with my own two daughters, for sure. But also, I just have so many
connections in the arts, so I'm definitely staying on top of that. But on the other end, my
stepson was also the assistant soccer coach at San Jose State. And he went through the
whole athletic recruiting. So we've got all that piece, as well. And he did the recruiting. So
he comes in live, he's done a training in mice in my Academy, and those type of things. So
I try to pull out those special things to really speak to students that have that, you know,
specific areas that they're interested in.

 Moira McCullough  28:54

In terms of the challenge experience you offer, can you describe what the format is and
how people can join it?

Dr. Gena Lester  28:59
Yes. So basically, the Academy is open, I open the doors for it every quarter. So if you are
listening to this, and you hit the landing page, at some point, and the Academy is closed,
be sure to get on the wait list, because I do open it once a quarter, which is great. And it
just allows me to onboard all of those kids together. And so that they're not left behind,
because that's a huge thing. I want to be connected, make sure that everybody's moving
forward together. So what I typically do is I hold a free challenge. I do this for a few
different things. One, it's a great way to lead into opening the Academy, but also it gives
me an opportunity to just give back to the community. It's a completely free challenge.
You can come for five days, you get a massive amount of information you're going to I
pour into the group, and honestly I have people that come back and I usually do it three
months in a row. I'll do it, you know, two or three times, just because there's so many
people and People repeat it because they're like, Oh my gosh, that was so much
information, I'm ready to listen to it again. So the challenge is free, I would love to have
you join the academy through the challenge. But it's also just an opportunity for people to
really get a better grasp on what's going on and to set some of their mind at ease. And so
I do one they're either kind of specifically designed, I do for the US students specifically. So
if you have a US students, those are specific for kids who are in the US going to us. And
then also in the fall, and in the winter hold ones that are international, just for
international students. Because there's a little that's a different path. And there's things
that they need to know that are kind of different. And so I do differently, just that way, I'm
able to speak to the group. And I really, the challenges are different every time because
even though I'm covering the same basic content, you know, I let the group kind of drive
the direction like, do we have more athletes? Do we have more artists, we have more kids
with learning differences, we have more seniors? Do we have more kids that are not as
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motivated? Like what is the situation going on in that group and bring in experts all week
long, is definitely geared toward the parent and the student together. So I have lots and
lots of students that watch it with their parents, they just do a group setting. But you
know, are the parents watching it because the student has to be somewhere else at the
moment. They have like a week after the challenge is to go back and rewatch so they can
tell their kids go watch here, go watch their. I mean, it's done on Facebook. And I know a
lot of our teams are not on Facebook. So that's why it's typical. And that's another thing
that's really important. And that's kind of the whole theme of everything I do is that if you
have a game plan, and you know what that game plan is, rather you're a freshman or
whether you're a senior, you're going to be able to walk through that process. And so I
break that down into what all the different pieces are. But within that there are tools and
resources that I have as a counselor. And if you're part of the Academy, you get all of this
stuff. But I have online portals that allow you to have organization pieces and all kinds of
research,

 Moira McCullough  32:23

I noticed you have a parent's playbook that you offer. Can you share a little bit about
what that is? Because

Dr. Gena Lester  32:29
I would love one something for that parent that really is you know, they're like, okay, we're
not going to do we're kind of on our own, we've kind of got this, but we'd really like some
organization pieces, some tools, some resources. And that's what the playbook is. So it's
all of you know, it's a group of PDFs and curated information that you have that you can
take and like work through, and it gives you ideas of Oh, okay, this is how I can use this.
And it's all digital. So when you download it, there are some spreadsheets that make
things easier to organize those scholarships and things to that effect. So you're getting
the actual a copy of a spreadsheet that you can take and then create, you know, make it
your own. I think

 Moira McCullough  33:18

That's one area where as a parent, you can truly be support and help to your student by
helping them gather the tools or spreadsheet or some type of organizational method. To
keep all of this information in a organized logical framework. I always tell my kids, you
need to work backwards. Gina, what do you wish you knew before you attended college,
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Dr. Gena Lester  33:46
I wish that I had had somebody to help guide me in the uniquely you, which is a real big
reason that I created it. But especially on my career path when I wasn't I mean, and I tell
this all the time, but I was the kid that grew up like lining up my Barbie dolls and my
stuffed animals and teaching them and giving them grades and all of those things. But
when it came time for me to go to college, I literally had no idea what I wanted to do and
mean it for some reason. I just didn't click with me. And so a friend of mine said, Oh, and I
do have a creative side. So I'll say that first. But a friend of mine was like, Oh, I'm going to
go to a design school and design college. And I was like, you know, and do fashion design
and all of those things. I'm like, Oh, that sounds fun. So instead of going a traditional
route, I went the route of like, into a fashion design program that was specifically kind of
like Parsons, you know, and yes, I can sew and I can make patterns. I don't ever follow a
real pattern. I just create my own. I can do amazing interior all of those things, but
graduated and hate It I mean, you know, like, not as a career, it was not me, it was not
what I was supposed to be doing. I was like, What in the world? Why did I do this? And so
my career was short lived, because I was like, why am I doing this? So I went back to
college as an adult, because I was like, you know, this is crazy. And while I did still have the
dorm experience and everything, it was just, you know, very specific to that industry. And I
was like, why did I not do this? I love learning. I love education. I went all the way through
to get my doctorate. But if somebody had sat with me done aptitude, really found my
interest, talk to me, I would have gone a different path from the beginning. And it would
have saved me the years of going, why am I doing this? So for me, that would be my, my,
the thing I wish I had known.

 Moira McCullough  35:56

If you had any dessert or restaurant or food spot around the college campus, what would
you recommend?

Dr. Gena Lester  36:03
Okay, so, yes, I mean, this is kind of funny, because it's really on all the college campuses.
But it's like one of my favorite things, and it's called tifs treats. And I don't know if you're
familiar with it, but there are a lot of campuses all across the US. And they're a delivery
service. And not only is it like one of my favorites because I've eaten their food and I their
desserts, and I love it. But you as a parent can have it delivered to your kid. And it's ti ffs
treats. And basically what it is, is it's ice cream, sandwiches and cookies. So your child get
these homemade or you get these homemade chocolate chip cookies, all these amazing
cookies. And then some of them are making ice cream sandwiches.
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 Moira McCullough  36:49

Oh my gosh, thank goodness, I did not have that when I was going to college or else it
would have been the freshmen 30 not the 15

Dr. Gena Lester  36:56
The freshman 15 you're gonna get.

 Moira McCullough  36:59

Gena. thanks so much for coming on our show today. We really appreciated all your
insight and advice.

Dr. Gena Lester  37:04
I'm excited to be here to partner with you guys. And hopefully I gave a lot of great
information to your families that follow you.

 Moira McCullough  37:13

Thank you, Gena for joining us today and sharing your story about how you started
education prep centers, the challenge opportunity that you offer. The online Academy and
the uniquely you formula you designed. Students are all unique in their strange talents
and what they can offer to a college not only in a classroom but as a valuable member of
the community. The online Academy is an online platform that helps high school students
and their parents with the college admissions journey. With access to videos, q&a sessions
and a student online forum. You can find all of our show notes and links to the helpful
resources mentioned throughout our conversation on our website at
collegescoops.com/podcast. You can learn more about Gena and Education Prep Centers
on their website, Education Prep Centers, and on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. Please
take a couple of minutes to rate review and subscribe to College Scoops. Thank you for
listening to our College Scoops podcast. Our entire College Scoops team strives to make
the college journey a little bit easier, less stressful, fun and tasty by sharing all the inside
scoops we have curated along the way. We would love to hear from you about topics to
cover and your ideas and everything college related. Reach out to us at College
Scoops.com or follow us on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook.
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